Democrats Endorse Campbell, GOE Foe of Organized Labor

An apparent showdown on the part of the Schenectady County Democratic committee to unseat the county Board of Elections of the German American Labor Union is expected.

The county committee, which has been dominated by GOE members in recent years, has been rocked by internal dissension over the issue of labor union corruption. The party has been under pressure to take a strong stance against corruption, but GOE members have been resistant to any action that could be seen as anti-labor.

The county committee has endorsed candidate John Campbell for County Clerk, but has expressed reservations about the GOE's record on corruption. GOE members have defended the union's record, saying it has been working to improve labor conditions and has never engaged in corruption.

The issue is expected to be a key point of contention in the upcoming election, with each side hoping to sway voters with their perspective on labor corruption.

Humphrey Committee Aims to "Do Job" On Union, Local 301 Observer Reports

The Humphrey Committee is just "another part of the issue," a labor union official said on Tuesday.

The Humphrey Committee, a group of labor union organizers, is currently involved in organizing workers at several companies in the area. The group is seeking to form a labor union at a local company, and has been meeting with employees to discuss the possibility of organizing.

The official said that the Humphrey Committee is not looking to "do a job," but rather to help workers organize and improve their working conditions.

The Humphrey Committee is one of several labor union organizers in the area, and has been active in organizing workers for several years.

Anti-Reuther Oath? Three recent events in Fred Local 690 have been seen by some as an attempt to strengthen the anti-communist position of the union. While there have been no official reports of a "Reuther Oath," many members feel that the union is taking a harder line against communist influences.

The events include the expulsion of a member who was seen as a leader of communist activities, the suspension of a member who was seen as sympathetic to communist ideas, and the increased scrutiny of members who are seen as potentially communist.

Chemical Supports Anti-Speedup Campaign

Building 77 workers unanimously endorsed Local 965 in a meeting held on Thursday. The endorsement came as a response to the company's recent efforts to implement a new speedup at the plant.

The workers voted to support Local 965 as a way to counteract management's efforts to increase production without regard for workers' safety or well-being. The endorsement was seen as a significant victory for the workers, who have been battling for better working conditions and a fair wage for several months.

Local 965 has been working to improve the working conditions at Building 77 for several years, and has been successful in negotiating better wages and benefits for its members.
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Members Vote to Back Anti-Speedup

Measures at Meetings Throughout Works

The policy of combating management speedups attempts by strict adherence to job definitions as they exist under the contract won wide support from UE Local 301 membership this past week. This support was voiced in departmental meetings held throughout the works by members of the seven committees.

The board called to order those meetings on July 16, when it first outlined the policy. The emphasis was made after representations of Building 74, 75 and 152 had reported random and unfair benefits brought about by combinations of job in the area. The existing practice was one of the causes which led to the 1950 Work Committee's decision that the policy had been rigged in the best interest of all workers.

This was particularly true because of the existence of the union jobs. The UE Local 301 shop that represents the company is the best interest of workers who are members of the seven committees.

This was particularly true because of the existence of the union jobs. The UE Local 301 shop that represents the company is the best interest of workers who are members of the seven committees.

The council was made up of representatives of Building 74, 75 and 152 who had reported random and unfair benefits brought about by combinations of job in the area. The existing practice was one of the causes which led to the 1950 Work Committee's decision that the policy had been rigged in the best interest of all workers.

At Shop Meetings
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Cite UE Gains at Upstate Meeting

Facing the northern gale on its first 500-mile trip, the Rocky Mountain Enterprise set out last week on an 1,800-mile journey to attend a meeting of the United Electrical Workers of America Local 301. The trip was made to support members of the local union who were said to be facing pressure to form a new union.

The meeting was held in Utica, New York, and was attended by a large group of workers from the area. The workers discussed their concerns about job security and working conditions, and voiced support for the union's efforts to improve their situation.

William Mardone, president of Local 301, addressed the meeting and outlined the union's plans for the future. He said that the union would continue to work to improve the lives of its members, and that it would not be afraid to challenge those who would try to silence them.
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